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Certain Hilbert modular forms of weight f, analogous to q(z), with respect to the 
full Hilbert modular group LX,(o) are constructed, where o is the maximal order of 
a totally real algebraic number field. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that 
v(z) = exp(2niz/24) fi [ 1 - exp(2ninz)l 
?t=l 
is a modular form of weight f. Our purpose is to contruct an analog in the 
Hilbert modular case. 
Let F be a totally real algebraic number field of degree n, D the maximal 
order of F. Put 
Let 
$={zEGIIm(z)>O). 
a t-+ a(@ E R for k = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
be all the isomorphisms of F into R. We write a ~0 if uCk) > 0 for all k, 
1 < k < n. There is an embedding from F into IF?” 
a t+ (a’“,..., a’“‘) E IR”. (1) 
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It induces the embedding SL,(o) + SL,(R)” 
a I-+ (a”‘,..., a’“‘), 
where 
So we can let SL,(o) act on fjn by the rule 
a(zl ,..., zJ = (a”‘(z,),..., a(@(zJ), 
where 
ack)(zk) = (ack)zk + bck))/(cck)zk + d’k’). 
We shall construct a Hilbert modular form of weight (f,..., j), that is a 
holomorphic function f on $j” such that 
f(a(z)) = c(a>(cz + d)“‘f(z>, for all a E SL,(o), (2) 
(cz + d)“2 = fi @ckjZk + d’k’)“2 
k=l 
and s(a) is a root of unity depending on a and also on the choice of the 
square root on the right-hand side. 
In this paper we first discuss the generators of SL,(o), then find a function 
f and consider the action of the generators of SL,(o) on J The factor c(a) 
will be determined explicitly for certain elements a which generate SL,(o). 
1. GENERATORS OF S!,,(o) 
For an integral ideal a of F, we define 
We will prove that SL,(o) is generated by certain elements and TO. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose a, c E 0 and (a, c, a) = 1. Then we can find an 
element x E D so that ax + c is invertible mod a. 
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Proof. Assume that a = !J3:’ . . . ‘Q :r is the prime ideal decomposition of a. 
If (c, a) = 1, take .Y = 0. Suppose (c, a) # 1 and 
c = 0 (mod gQi) for i< s. 
cfO(modVi) for i > s. 
where 1 <s < r. From (a, c, a) = 1 we know a 65 ‘pi for i < s. The desired .Y 
can be obtained by setting 
x = 0 (mod ‘pi) for i > s, 
x f 0 (mod Vi) for i < s. 
LEMMA 2. For any integral ideal a different from o, SL,(o/a) is 
generated by ( _ ‘f A) and (A ‘; ) with u E o/a. 
Proof. Let H be the subgroup of SL,(o/a) generated by (-7 A) and (i y) 
for all u E o/a. Observe that 
If u is invertible in o/a, then 
For any (z ;)ESL,(o/a), ifa=O, then bc=-1 and 
If a # 0, from ad - bc = 1 (mod a), we know (a, c, a) = 1, by Lemma 1, there 
exists x E o such that c, = ax + c is invertible, Hence 
Therefore H = SL,(o/a). 
LEMMA 3. For any integral ideal a different from o, SL,(o) is generated 
by (_‘f i), (A T) with b E o and TO. 
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Proof. For any a E &C,(o), by Lemma 2, there are <, ,..., <, which are 
either (-y A) or (i t) with some b E o such that 
a = t, . . . I& (mod a). 
Since at; ’ . . . r;’ E Ta, we obtain the lemma. 
2. GAUSS SUMS 
Let c be an integral ideal of F, b the different of F/Q, o a primitive ideal 
character of F with conductor cP, where P is the product of some 
archimedean primes of F. Suppose for b E o, 
o(b0) = sgn(b)’ = fi sgn(bCi))” 
i=l 
if b E 1 (mod c), 
where 
r = @I(..., r,) E B n, ri=Oor 1. 
Obviously we have 
w(b0) = 1 if b = 1 (mod c) and b * 0. 
For b E FX, set 
w,,(bo) = o(bo) sgn(b)‘. if (b,c)= 1, 
= 0, if (b, c) # 1. 
This is a primitive character of o/c. 
For any u E o, we write 
Take p E FX so that 
eF(u) = exp(2d Tr(u)). 
pcb + c = 0. 
The Gauss sum of cc is defined by 
r(o) = )J sgn(@a)’ o@acb) e&z) 
aeo/r 
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r(o) is independent of the choice of p, If p P 0, then 
r(w) = w@cb) x w&) e,(p). llEO/C 
It is well known that if b E CC ‘b - ’ and (bcb, c) = 1, we have 
\‘ 
& 
we(a) e,.(ab) = 0. 
So for any b E c-‘b-‘, we have 
y 
a$ 
q,(a) e,(ab) = sgn(b)’ G(bcb) t(m). 
From (4) we can get 
I r(w>l’ = N(c), 
where 
r(u) r(G) = u(‘(- 1) N(c), 
0,(-l)= (-l)“‘, [r-l= i ri. 
i=l 
Let us recall a well-known functional equation 
R(s,o)= W(o)R(l -s,w-‘), 
where 
R(s, co) = N(cb)““I-w(s) qs, co), 
us, u> = &I(1 - ~(wv-wS)r’, 
T,(s) is a certain gamma factor, and 
W(w) = (-i)“’ r(u) N(c)- I’*. 
Since R(s, w) = R(l - s, o), if wz = 1, then W(w) = 1. We have 
(4) 
LEMMA 4. If co* = 1, z(w) = i’r’N(c)l’Z. 
This is due to Hecke [ 11. 
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3. THE POISSON SUMMATION FORMULA AND 
FOURIER TRANSFORMATION 
We define a bilinear form Tr: R ’ x R n + R by 
Tr(xy) = cl= I X,yi x = (x, ,..., X,) E R”, y = (yr ,..., J’,) E I?“. 
For a lattice L of R”, we put 
~={xER”(Tr(xy)EZforallyEL}. (5) 
For a function f on I??“, its Fourier transformation f is defined by 
f(x) = jRnfW d--4 dt, XE IF?“. 
In this setting, the Poisson summation formula (under suitable conditions on 
f) can be stated in the following form: 
1 f(x + a) = Vol(R”/L)-’ Y l(b) e,(bx). (6) 
CXLEL b% 
Going back to our field F, we always consider F as a subset of R” by 
embedding (1). Clearly, an ideal a is a lattice in R” and we have 
Vol(lR”/a) = N(a) 0”’ = N(a) N(b)“*, 
where D is the discriminant of F. For simplicity, we put 
From (5) we know 
~(a) = Vol(lR”/a). 
6 = b-la-‘. 
Put 
S(U,Y) = ew[--7r Ww2)1 for uE R”,yE R”,y%O. 
It is easy to see 
f(w) = h...dJ”Y2fhY). 
Now we put 
Q(Z) = exp [ 2ni(Z;, 1 zk)] for z = (z ,,..., z,) E G”, 
we have 
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LEMMA 5. For u E F and an ideal a of o, we have 
oTa eF[(a + u)‘z/2] =p(a))’ N(-iz)-“* 5 e,(-b*/2z) e,(bu), (7) 
be6 
where z E B”, N(-iz) = nt= l(-iz,). 
Proof: Since both sides of (7) are holomorphic functions in z, it is 
sufficient to prove the case where zk = iyk, y, > 0, k = l,..., n. In such a case 
(7) is obtained by applying (6) to f(u, y) and &u, y). 
4. HILBERT MODULAR FORMS 
First we give a precise definition of Hilbert modular form. To avoid the 
problem at cusps, let us assume n > 1. Put 
13(z) = x e,(u*z/2), 
UED 
E SL,(o)lb E 2b-‘, c E 2b . 
From [2] we know that 
e(z) =.Gy, z> @(z> 
where 
j(y, z) = e(y)(cz + d) “* 
with a root of unity s(y). 
Let r be a congruence subgroup of r,,. A holomorphic function g on 5” is 
said to be a Hilbert modular form of weight i with respect to r if 
g(Y, z) =AYy z> g(z) for every y E r. 
The main result of this paper is 
THEOREM 1. Let w, q,, and c be the same as in Section 2. Suppose 
(1) d= 1; 
(2) cb is a principal ideal generated by a totally positive number, say, 
6; 
(3) c is *divisible by every prime factor of 2; 
(4) we have u* E 1 (mod 2c) for every u prime to c; 
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Then 
is a Hilbert modular form of weight Q with respect to a congruence subgroup 
I-,, c TO for some a. Moreover, for every y = (y i;) E SL,(o) we have 
f(r(zX w> =j*b4 z).w WI, 
where 
j*(y, z) = &*(y)(CZ + d)“* 
with a root of unity c*(y); in fact we have 
j*(y, z) = (4)” N(-izy, if Y=(-: i): 
= e,(b/26), if y= ,bEo; 
where N(-iz) is the same as in Lemma 5. 
ProoS. Put 
h(z, CO) = c oO(u) eF(u2z/2). 
UEO 
By Lemma 5, we have 
h(z, w) = c coo(u) x e(x*z/2) 
use/c x--UEC 
= P(c)-’ N-iz)- ‘t2 T e (-bZ/2z) ~~ I 1 q,(u)e,(ub) 
ueo1c 
= p(c)-I N(-iz)-“2 5(o) r sgn(b)’ w(bSo) e,(-bz/2z). 
be& 
Set bd = u with S of assumption (2); then 
x sga(b)’ w(bSo) e,(-b2/2z) = x sgn(v)’ o(vo) e,(-v2/2za2) 
bE(8-l) L!E 0 
= h(-l/d*z, w). 
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From Lemma 4. we get 
h(z, Co) = i”‘N(C5- I’* N(-iz) I,‘* h(-1/6*z, w). 
Clearly 
f(z, w) = &/S, WI. 
so 
“/--l/z, w) = (-i)“’ N(---iz)“*f(Z, co). 
By assumption (3), we have 
Tr((u* - 1)/26) = 0 (mod Z>, 
and hence 
f(z + b, co) = eF(b/2d)f(z, w). 
Notice that e,(b/26) is a root of unity. 
Now we write 
f(z, 0) = 1 wo(u,) 2 ep(u2z/26). 
UDE o/c U--UOEC 
We observe that 
is a special case of function of 12, Proposition 7.11 with S = P = 1, x = 1, 
L=c, g=q,, h=O, a=%‘, and ~$0. So from 12, Proposition7.1] we 
know that (8) is a Hilbert modular form of weight f with respect to a 
congruence subgroup r, of r, for some a c 2b and 
x e,(u*y(z)P) =j(y, z) x e,(u’z/W 
U--U($c U-q)EC 
for every y E I-,. Hence 
f(r(zh w) =.a, zlm WI for every y E rO. 
From assumption (4) of the theorem it is easy to see that the only odd 
divisor of N(c) is 3. 
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5. EXAMPLES 
Now we apply Theorem 1 to the real quadratic field F = a(d), with a 
square-free positive integer d. 
LEMMA 6. Let u be an algebraic integer of Cl(@). 
(1) If d = 1 (mod 8) and (u,2)= 1, then 
u2 z 1 (mod 8). 
(2) ifd = 1 (mod 24) and (u, 6) = 1, then 
u* = 1 (mod 24). 
Proof. (1) We have (2) = ‘pr’Q,. Observe that 
Z/(23) = z/(‘Q~n Z) E (Z + !Qi)/rp: c o/p: for k = 1,2. 
Since fV(?):) = 23, we have Z+(pi=o for k = 1, 2. If (u, 2) = 1, there 
exists an odd IEZ such that u-/(mod%:). Therefore 
u* s l* = 1 (mod ‘$3:) for k = 1,2, and hence u2 = 1 (mod 8). 
(2) It is enough to show that when d = 1 (mod 3) and (u, 3) = 1, we 
have 
u* s 1 (mod 3). 
The argument is simimar to (1). 
Observe that the different of the field Q(a) is (4). From Lemma 6 and 
Theorem 1, we obtain 
THEOREM 2. Let F = Q(p) with a squarefree integer d > 1. Suppose F 
has a unit A > 0 such that N(A) = - 1. Set, for k = 1,2, 
where c, = 4, c2 = 12, and 
I 
[N(U)-III2 
C-1) 3 for (u, 2) = 1, 
~,o(U) = 0, fir (u,2) Z 1, 
i 
3 
( 1 N(u)’ 
for (u, 6) = 1, 
w*,(u) = 
0, for (u, 6) # 1. 
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If d E 1 (mod 8), f, is a Hilbert modular form of the type described in 
Theorem 1; iffurther d E 1 (mod 24), the same is true for fi . 







w*(a) = ("~"'j. 
We note that (r I= 2 in the first case, and 1 r-1 = 0 in the second case. 
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